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Datum:Tue, 20 Oct 2015 15:45:19 +0200
Van:destokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:fsb@fsb.ru, info@kuwaitembassy.nl, dip@mid.ru, nlemb@mofa.gov.sa

-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:China Fwd: Keep Crime out of Scotland Fwd: Forgotten message Fwd: Buckingham palace
creates war in UK Fwd: Douglas Henshall
Datum:Tue, 20 Oct 2015 15:25:58 +0200
Van:destokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:press.release@china.org.cn, chinaemb_nl@mfa.gov.cn, political@chinese-embassy.org.uk,
press_uk@mfa.gov.cn

China,
David Cameron is BIZZY: 'UK aims to be China's Best Western Friend'.
Really?
China can better be mine 'Me, Myself & I'

Best Dutch Friend, now we get war in EU.

I am the only one who can stop war; the media boycots this.

China must 'protect' Independent Scotland in the Future against Downingstreet 10.
Downingstreet 10 wants Independent Scotland to fail.
I can live with an Independent Scotland on the condition 'that Scotland
is informed about the Evil ICC in TheHague and its war-makers policies'.
Downingstreet10 tries to hide ICC from Scotland.
This will spread war- terrorism from NL - ICC into UK and into an Independent Scotland.

I think China must visit Scotland, despite the fact that its still part of the 'classisal UK'.

DesireeStokkel

-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:Fwd: Keep Crime out of Scotland Fwd: Forgotten message Fwd: Buckingham palace creates
war in UK Fwd: Douglas Henshall
Datum:Tue, 20 Oct 2015 13:16:39 +0200
Van:destokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:clement@shetnews.co.uk, customerservice@orkney.gov.uk, info@businessforscotland.co.uk,
edinburghstw@tiscali.co.uk, ceu@gov.scot, info@shetland.gov.uk
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-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:Keep Crime out of Scotland Fwd: Forgotten message Fwd: Buckingham palace creates war in
UK Fwd: Douglas Henshall
Datum:Tue, 20 Oct 2015 09:13:53 +0200
Van:destokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:email@kenmcreddie.com, enquiries@scotcourts.gov.uk, contact@pressagencyscotland.com

Douglas Henshall, Scotland,

Yesterday I wrote: 'You have to be a native speaker Dutch in order
to comprehend the Evil - ICC -manipulation - torture - killlings'.
Today, there is an article in the media 'that wouldn't make bells ring inside your head',
while in my World the main question is:
'Why do politicians - ICC - ICJ - EU - UN - employers -trade unions - media want this danger'?

http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/24635099/__Opleiding_voor_vluchteling_met_ICT-kennis__.html
This article tells you :'that in NL - Refugees who have been screened over the past year
and do have a Permit to stay - get an ICT-study at Highschool level'.
The thought is:'In NL we do have open vacancies on the labourmarket... and we can use Refugees to
fill them'.

In Holland, we have also 600.000 officially registred Unemployed persons;
in total we need over 1 million jobs.
The NL-unemployed do not get a free education = they have to pay for everything,
even when they can't.
We have many unemployed over 40 - 50 years of age, who do want to work, but never get
the opportunity again.

We have a bureaucracy in hands of the Elite, who willfully build
World War Hitler-life 2.0,
because they want to stay in charge for their own luxurious labourcontract.
These Elite invented those Study-programms for Refugees.

These Elite misuse the International Court of Law ICC and ICJ to kill everybody they want to
get rid off.
Refugees KNOW. Thats why they came to EU in the first place!
They are too lazy to build a State of Law in their Homeland.
The high-educated refugees from Syria - Iran - Irak have learned from EU
'how to misuse Laws & Treaties for a good labourcontract in NL'.
During those official meetings with politicians - ICC - Monarchy.

Thus?
The ICT-world is a vulnerable community.
Security is not christalized = its weak.

With these New Study-programms, the Elite in NL - free to kill via ICC - gives warcriminals
from the Middle-east the freedom to expand their criminal methods of work.
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The current media supports the Elite, refuses to build a State of Law for All of Us.
Reporters are too lazy to take responsibilty for Live in the Future.
O yes, indeed, this time Refugees in EU
won't turn waterpipelines into bullets and rockets to kill their
own neighbour with.
This time they use ICT - to destroy businesses and human bodies - with the approval
of ICC- ICJ - EU - UN - Europol - Interpol.
My explanation is not added to this newspaper article.
Though, its my ICC-evidence and outline 'that Independent Scotland needs for national security,
while Downingstreet 10 misuses ICC - Europol - Interpol too for sneaky killings'.
Prince Charles is not smart enough for his job.

Holland is a dangerous country: small, narrow-minded, lazy, mentally violent and more corrupt than
Pakistan is.
In Pakistan 'one can start a lawcase against a Prime Minister - Minister for Crimes against
Humanity'.
In Holland, the people get killed by Genocide by Bureaucracy when they try to preserve a
State of Law via Courtcases.

Desiree

-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:Fwd: Forgotten message Fwd: Buckingham palace creates war in UK Fwd: Douglas Henshall
Datum:Mon, 19 Oct 2015 15:38:01 +0200
Van:destokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:enquiries@scotcourts.gov.uk, contact@pressagencyscotland.com

Scotland Court,
Don't assume 'that when Independent Scotland becomes a member of the Statute of Rome,
you 'll be safe'.
On the contrairy = ICC will bring corruption, human trafficking and invisable crime in the
Energy-sector to Scotland.
ICC lobbies directly with the Italien Maffia - next to the Italien parliament together with 'People working in the energy-industry in Africa - MiddleEast...'.
ICC has brought Refugees to EU... and is happy to look away when these Refugees
commit crime like: assault, vandalism, prostitution - loverboys acts , human trafficking from
the Middle East, ICT-hacking and espionage.
When ICC would have been a fair working court in 2007 - the year I started an ICC-lawcase
against NL - planet Earth would not be in so many wars today.
We would not have Refugee-floods, economical crisis.... or an imploding EU.
Never underestimate the ICC-Evil.
You do not know 'who your Friend or Enemy is anymore in NL- ICC - EU - UN - Nato - Europol - Interpol
lobby '.
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Example?
Do you know that CEO Rob Wainwright of Europol gets payed in NL, but works sneakily for Downingstreet
10?
http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847
/europol.robwainwright.assists.politicians.businesses.police.icc.courtlobby.eu.un.torture.murder.civilians.pdf

DesireeStokkel

-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:Forgotten message Fwd: Buckingham palace creates war in UK Fwd: Douglas Henshall
Datum:Mon, 19 Oct 2015 09:50:04 +0200
Van:destokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:email@kenmcreddie.com, enquiries@scotcourts.gov.uk

Douglass Henshall, Scotland,

I forgot to explaine something in yesterdays email.

The Scottisch people may never believe 'that they can see through
the Evil lobby of the International Criminal Court'.
In order to be able to fully understand this Evil you need to be a native speaker Dutch.
Political language games between the parliament - ICC - Monarchy - media
'are not to comprehend for outsiders'.
The media always lies. UK-media lies in favour of David Cameron.
There are only 2 channels that publish my 100% nasty dark violent dangerous truth:
Youtube and zie.nl
All others know who I am - officially the first female Prime Minister of NL but for fun they fool the people around ... and realize a civil war via angry Refugees in EU.

ICC..... is not only located in the building at the offcial Place of Residence TheHague.
ICC is located where-ever Evil NL wants it to be.
In the backgarden of an Arab Oil-sheikh. In the kitchen of a terrorist
world...

.... Maffia, Security

They all come together during Fake-political - security conferences.
Like the Munich Security Conference in Germany, where EU-leaders have welcomed
IS-terrorist in taylored business suits....
And trained them to become 'the Best Human Trafficker ever on Earth'.
ICC is part of this system = they train 'average persons to become an effective Terrorist'.
When Scottisch leaders - business persons think:
'Well DesireeStokkel, than we will join the Munich Security Conference too', they
underestimate the Lobby in Thehague.
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Example?
Today is in the media 'that the wealthy neighbourhood in TheHague refuses to accept
a Refugee-centre for Asylemseekers'.
Who live there? Politicians, ICC-staff, Judges, corrupt Lobbyists.....

So?
The whole World knows for over 8 years 'that ICC keeps some EU-leaders above the law....
and sacrifice the lives of persons they choose to be 'the Stupids''.
Random pick.
On top of that, Earth will discover that ICC-staff - who organize torture & killings themselves boycot the presence of Refugees in their backgarden.... in the wealthy neighbourbhood in
TheHague.
The so called: 'International City for International law and Justice'.

NL is officially 100% dictatorship.
In 2014 King Willem-Alexander has proven to me that he assists the parliament Electoral council with the making of dictator laws for NL.
The King officially signs laws in NL, not the Prime Minister.

Thus?
Do you get the message?
Do you understand 'that Scotland will never be smart enough to see through
ICC-manipulations....that will cause the breakdown of the national security of
Independent Scotland?'

What to do?
Work with me! As a human being....
When you and I become 'friends' I can help you translate the Evil communications of ICC.
You can bring this needed translation to the Scottisch people.

Scotland has to build the Courts of Law and Economy from the Torture-treaty first, followed
by the UN-treaty, Humanright-treaties...and than the Scottisch constitution.

I have written a New Constitution for Republic NL = the removal of our violent Monarchy.
When you read it you discover 'that I made a Master-move'.
I have introduced for Holland 'the Arbitration court', to be placed in front of the current Judiciary
system.
The unique part about this Arbitration court = people are legally obliged to go to the Arbitration
court
for the first round in Court.... and are obliged to present a legally correct solution for the
conflict.
Why?
Well, in Holland ... we have the ICC-elite-murderclub due to the fact that all rulers in this small
country
collectively ignore the current constitution for the Kingdom NL.
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Its would be smart if new Independent Scotland copies my new Constitution for
Republic NL.
Why?
Than Scotland can say publicly:
'According to our Scottisch Constitution every single person is obliged
to go to the Arbitration court and present a solution for the conflict'.
Thus Holland - lobbyists - where is your solution?

Russia- China - Kuwait- Saudia- Arabia - Hungary and others are seriously studying my Arbitration-court
constitution.
They have finally accepted that ICC is hel on Earth.
They are still not smart enough to remove that hell..... but when we do get a civil war in EU...
they will become 'fast learners'.

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/constitution-republic-nl.html

Desiree
-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:Buckingham palace creates war in UK Fwd: Douglas Henshall New communication-line
Buckinghampalace
Datum:Sun, 18 Oct 2015 16:24:00 +0200
Van:destokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:email@kenmcreddie.com

Douglass Henshall,

I turn to you again...This time for serious assistance.
Why?
I don't want war in EU.
I want to visit the Shetlands myself....
Read the letter under the link, please.
Its in English.
http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847
/icc.lawcase.nato.navo.un.charter.nl.dictatorship.war.russia.china.10may2015.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnU30V4cRsk
What you discover today... is a small part of truth the people in EU are unaware of.
All politcians lie to keep the InternationalCriminal Court in Thehague NL open as
a laundryservice for their personal commands for torture & killings.
In 2015 I have started an ICClawcase against the whole NL-parliament & Monarchy,
because they have proven to me that they want NL to be a dictatorship.
http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847
/icc.rechtzaak.markrutte.vvd.parlementsleden.nl.president.verkiezingen..knaw.niod.20apri2015.pdf
Laughing the people in the face via the corrupt media.

Terrorists know!
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Buckingham palace has always 'helped me somewhat'.
But now the things go really bad in EU, they fall silent.
Prins Charles know that I want him to take over the Crown.... because the Queen assists
Nato- ICC - UN - EU officially with starting a war in EU.

What do I want from you?
On twitter you state that you support the Yes for independence Scotland.
I want Scotland to be independent, but only if they fully comprehend
how Nato - ICC - EU - UN sabotage that Scotisch economy...once when
they are independent.
I have sent many email to Scotland on this matter.

But, its not enough!
The people don't take the risk of war in EU seriuosly enough.
They follow the standard media.
For this reason I forward one of my emails to embassies to you;
a reality the standard media ignores for their language games with politicians.

To fully comprehend whats going on, you need to read many letters
published as download on my new website www.desireestokkel-nl.net
Many are written in English.

I need 'famous persons to help me stop politicians...and Queens'.

I don't use Facebook or Twitter for reasons of security.
But, you can publish me new website on your account, if you like.

The people need to understand that they are lied at in an unbelievable dangerous way.

DesireeStokkel

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbRO9u-TupdS0MQuHJ7nYQQ

-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:Prince Charles Fwd: Putin 7000 russians fighting for IS
Datum:Fri, 16 Oct 2015 14:36:15 +0200
Van:destokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:recruitment@royal.gsx.gov.uk

Prince Charles,
You are not smart enough for your job.
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Putin, Medvedev,

Its you own choice to have Russians fighting for IS.
You have created the atmosphere for it, yourself!

I aksed you in 2008 to help me turn ICC into a fari court of law.
You refused to do so.
You refused to remove UN Bankimoon from his job;
refuse to make EU turn ICC into a fairt court of law.
The only example you set to your own People = 'I will fight and kill if I have to'.
You refuse to educate your people for conflict -ending with Laws & Treaty.

When are you going to make me your official war-advisor?
When EU is in full war?
ICC is now falsifying every file & trial they presen to Earth.
In your barbarian word this is a perfect situation.
In my world its 'building more war'.

When are you going to grow in Social Intelligence?
When I put a gun against your head for Russian Roulette?
I hate Casino-management.

DesireeStokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061jk bloemendaal
www.desireestokkel-nl.net

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbRO9u-TupdS0MQuHJ7nYQQ

afmelden: d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl
Pas de Grondwet - Mensenrechtenverdragen - VN-verdrag toe;
maak van jezelf geen oorlogsmisdadiger in Holland.
http://www.grondwet-republiek-nederland.simpsite.nl/

-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:Douglas Henshall New communication-line Buckinghampalace
Datum:Fri, 3 Jan 2014 08:44:41 +0100
Van:desireestokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Antwoord-naar:desireestokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
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Aan:email@kenmcreddie.com

Douglas Henshall,
I have made a new webpage for my communica ons with Buckingham palace
and Edward Snowden.
http://www.hollandsrechtenhuis.info/nut.psychologie.html

Watch the 2 videos addressed to them.
I need actor who are willing to help me turn crime-series into more
educa onal tv.
Thus: use Humanright-trea es in the scripts.
Its very simple, but it will make a world of diﬀerence.
Civilwar in EU or not.
For expample, the Torture-treaty.
During an inves ga on on murder, a police-oﬃcer can say:
‘The young adults are ﬁgh ng again in the streets.
We must tell them about the Torture-treaty.
This treaty is a Galaxy gi/.
It makes them disconnect from criminals in their life’.
Than you go to the Young onces and tell them:
‘You don’t need to be part of a criminal group.
You can easily disconnect yourself thanks to the Torture-treaty.
You only have to say:’I don’t want to ﬁght anymore. I want to build a new life
for myself anchored in Human right-trea es. I want to build a nice social life’.

Douglas Henshall, do you get the picture?

I want you to become ac ve in the Prince’s Trust, of Prince Charles.
Than we – all 3 – can change the social climate together via tv-series and even movies –.

I shall forward this email to Buckinghampalace.

Desiree Stokkel
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